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ECO Condensing Gas Boiler

KITURAMI PRODUCT LINE
GAS BOILER / OIL BOILER 
ECONOMY BOILER
MEDIUM SIZED BOILER 
INDUSTRIAL BOILER
COMPONENTS & PARTS
AIR CONDITIONER 
AIR HANDLING UNIT
FAN COIL / UNITCHILLER
HEAT PUMP WATER HEATER
ROOM CONTROL SYSTEM



Latent heat exchanger 
(High-Finned AL)

2nd Heat exchanger  
(High-Finned AL)

1st Heat exchanger 
(High-Finned CU)

Low NOx Premix Burner

Turbo Fan

Process and merit of surface combustion  
at Low NOx premix metal fiber

Flame combustion 
(other companies)

It consumes gas excessively to 
prevent flame from dying out because 
flame is notably affected by external 
environment. As gas is supplied in 

excess, unburned gas is exhausted 
after incomplete combustion.

Surface combustion 
(ECO condensing Gas Boiler)
Since gas is stably supplied without 
influence of external environment,  

the environment-friendly combustion 
technology saves gas charge and 

reduces NOx by complete 
combustion.

The 1st grade in energy efficiency with 
97.8% in heating and 98% in hot water
4 pass heat exchanging technology has 
large contributions to reduce gas charge 
and increase the capacity of hot water 
supply and heating.

ECO Condensing  
Gas Boiler 
As the conventional boiler is upgraded to 
ECO Condensing Gas Boiler, gas charge 
is further reduced.

■   Heat exchanger with new technology of different 
structure in 4 pass heat exchange   (Patent No 0916691)

As exhaust gas after combustion moves in 4 steps for 
heat exchange in this structure, the heat transfer area 
is very wide, keeping heat for long time in heat 
exchanger to heat up much water and realize prompt 
heating.
Since copper heat exchanger whose thermal 
conductivity is higher than that of stainless steel heat 
exchanger by 2~3 times is employed in the sensible 

heat exchanging part, efficiency is maximized and latent heat 
exchanging part consists of aluminium heat exchanger and stainless 
steel which is very resistant to condensate with high acidity to enhance 
durability.

■   Low voltage and high performance: developing 
premixing turbo fan  (Patent No 0933582)

Thanks to the low voltage turbo fan embodies combustion system that is 
not affected by external environment, it can easily mix air of complex 
incline (useable for 5 curves, up to 10m). Thus, this boiler is Korean 
type one that can be safely used at places where boiler cannot be used 
easily due to strong wind in winter, e.g., high apartment houses over 10 
stories, coast, etc.

■   Metal fiber for combustion with high efficiency  
(Patent No 0976032)

As turbo fan supplies air with high pressure, surface combustion is 
realized by metal fiber which enables smooth combustion. As it is more 
resistant to external environment than flame combustion, this complete 
combustion notably reduces NOx and combustion noise, thereby saving 
gas charge.



■   Abundant hot water, Kiturami’s Unique 
Feature – such as Central Heating system

As hot water is always stored in hot water storage tank of 
boiler room in central heating system, this boiler 
immediately supplies hot water when necessary. This is 
the feature of hot water storage tank which only Kiturami 
boiler has.

■   Abundant hot water and prompt preparation 
of hot water

Since Kiturami’s differentiated vacuum bottle type heat 
storage tank (capacity-6ℓ) always has abundant hot water 
ready to serve, hot water is immediately supplied without 
additional heating which brings about supplying stable 
and constant hot water compared to western 
instantaneous boiler whose hot water temperature is 
changeable due to lack of hot water.
※  The Western instantaneous boiler wastes water, gas and electricity 

for 1 minute ~1 minute 30 seconds.

Kiturami boiler –  As hot water stored in the hot water storage tank is immediately supplied 
without consuming gas, the temperature of hot water is kept constantly 
with abundant hot water.

Boiler of the other companies –  It takes 1 minute ~1 minute 30 seconds to supply hot 
water and the temperature of water varies, considerably. 
Since rapid heating is required due to lack of hot water, 
much gas is consumed.
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▐   Comparison table of hot water supplying time and 
hot water temperature with other companies

Hot water is ready quickly and abundantly, 
while freely controlling temperature! 

Bath Kitchen Washing 
face

 Air inlet    Air outlet    Nitrogen vessel    
 Condensing heat exchanger    Low NOx Burner    
 Three way valve     Circulation pump    

 Proportionally controlling gas valve    

 Controller    Premix fan     Plate heat exchanger

220(L)

730(H)

▐   Closed vent 
type drawing

■  Structure and name

Environmental Low NOx premix burner

←  GAS

AIR

As low NOx burner is employed, emission 
quantity of NOx is below 20ppm and that 
of CO is below 100ppm, i.e., the world’s 
b e s t  e n v i r o n m e n t - f r i e n d l y  n e w 
technology.

ECO boiler which considers green environment

The most advanced boiler that ensures 
safety first & utmost

As gas leakage detector of world patent is 
installed in the boiler, boiler stops operating 
when gas or burnt gas (combustion gas) 
leaks. As discharging leaking gas outside 
intentionally, the room thermostat installed in 
the room informs gas leakage.

As the safety and the value of a car are decided by 
whether air bag is installed or not, likewise those of a 
boiler are up to whether or not earthquake sensor and 
gas leakage detector are settled. When everybody 
thought that heating and hot water were all requirements 
for boiler, Kiturami started to install earthquake sensor 
and gas leakage detector from 20 years ago.
This is because we believe that boiler should be safe in 
any circumstances. 

Gas leak detector  (Patent No  157199) * Options

Earthquake sensor   (Utility model No   157199)

If boiler drops out of its position due to 
earthquake or vibration, boiler automatically 
stops operating to prevent the 2nd damage.

486(W)



To prevent rainwater 
from getting into 

products through air 
hose, do not connect 
air hose to the lower 

direction.

Exhaust outlet Ø100(recommended)
* Right side of boiler required to be 

gapped more than 12mm as minimum 
area for A/S.

Be sure to 
install it by 
slope of 5° 

upward.

Details

Division

Catch 
steam 

separator 
& heating 
water filter

Heating 
water 
return

Hot water 
outlet Gas inletDrain Cold 

water inlet
Heating 
water 
outlet

Drain for 
condensate

 

►  Closed vent type 
(piping diagram)

■   Piping diagram

While boiler operates, 
water level should be at the 
highest position all the time.
(Lack of water may be dangerous, 
because exhaust gas may flow in 
through drainage.)

Caution

■   Construction of condensate drainage ■   Caution to install chimney (FF flue)

(X) (O)

  As condensate is produced in the condensing boiler, water should 
be drained. Connect the separate drain hose of condensate to 
outlet of condensed water trap and tie them with cable tie or hose 
band.

  The end of drain hose should be connected to sewage or drain 
made of PVC or stainless steel.

  The condensate trap in the boiler should be filled with water 
always. For trial run or run after long pause, make sure that it is 
filled with water. If there is no water, open the air bleeding valve at 
the top of boiler in order to replenish water. After replenishing 
water, be sure to fasten the cap.

  Install the heel of chimney to be out of wind pressure stand, 
gale, and rain. 

  Install the heel of chimney well not to be interfered by any 
neighbouring building or obstacles.

  When installing wind pressure stand, incomplete combustion 
may be caused with the phenomena such as grime, low 
efficiency, defective combustion, etc.

  Be sure to install FF flue in the specification proper to the 
capacity of boiler.

•  The heel of air supply and exhaust flue should be installed 
at the place where people rarely pass. As icicle made of 
vapor caused by exhaust gas in winter may fall, injury or 
damage of property is likely to occur.

water supply valve
connect to wind 
pressure switch

condensatecounteragent

water level

drain hose (to be 
protected from 
being frozen to 
rupture)

drain hose band

drain hall

casing bottom

Airtight

Gas valve

Gas meter

Heating water 
supply 

Air vent

Heating water return

Heating pipe and radiator

Hot waterCold water

Drain of condensate

condensatecondensate



Starting to use domestic briquette boiler in 1962, Korea experienced 3 oil crises in 1970s’, during which it suffered the chaotic age, 
namely, the replacements of boiler in 3 times, from oil boiler to briquette boiler and oil boiler after all.

Entering the age of national income per head amounting to US$ 3000 in 1980s’, the age of oil boiler was changed to that of gas boiler 
as propane gas and city gas began to be supplied at the beginning of 1990s’ since Olympic in 1988.

Having production capacity of more than 1 million oil boilers a year in 1980s’, Kiturami commenced to propagate Korean hot water 
storage ONDOL gas boiler tailored to ONDOL heating in Korea. This gas boiler was developed on the basis of technology that has 
been accumulated by producing briquette and oil boiler for 30 years since domestic briquette boiler was produced and supplied in 
1962. 

As domestic gas boiler was welcomed as dynamic force for new growth with city gas project which met the trend of the age at the 
beginning of 1990s, most of domestic white home appliances makers participated in the city gas project and gas boiler project.

Without developing own technology, they produced and sold gas boiler in the type of Western standing heating, namely, by importing 
instantaneous boiler that had been used for radiator heating or importing main parts through technical tie. However, Kiturami was 
ranked at the first place in domestic sales as it was recognized for the safest boiler with high performance, because it first developed 
hot water storage tank gas boiler proper to Korean ONDOL heating in the world.
Based on technical development realized by numerous experiences that have made domestic gas boiler for 30 years, Kiturami has 
developed performance, saving fuel and safety. Developing the technology of Korean hot water storage tank gas boiler proper to 
Korean ONDOL heating, Kiturami was gloriously selected in the 100 major technologies of Korea as its contribution to the industrial 
development of Korea was recognized.

The gas boiler made by Kiturami can be used with ease, because it has been verified in all aspects for 30 years.

Kiturami with the 30-year History of   
Domestic Gas Boiler Suitable to  
ONDOL Heating System in Korea 
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The 100 major technologies of Korea and their principals 

 



Standard Specification of ECO Condensing Gas Boiler (closed type)

Fuel in use 

Type

Type      
Item Unit ECO Condensing-16

Heating
Hot water

Efficiency

Temperature 
control type

GAS

kW

Kcal/h

 

kW

Kcal/h

Type

kPa

(mmH2O)

kW

Kcal/h

%

lit/min 

-

- 

W

-

kPa(kgf/cm2)

A

A

A

Ø(nm)

WxDxH

kg

-

Wall-hanging type, closed type forced draught balanced flue (FF)or semi-closed type forced exhaust (FE)

15

20

15

75×100

486×210×730

AC 220V x 50Hz

Hot 
water

Pipe  
con- 

necting 
dia.

 LNG(13A) LPG

18.6

16,000

ECO Condensing-16

9.9 ~ 16.3

8,500 ~ 14,000

 

 

19.8

6.7

115

17.000

97.1

104.6

104.6

1.42

-

-

-

ECO Condensing-20
 LNG(13A) LPG

23.3

20,000

ECO Condensing-20

11.6 ~ 21.0

10,000 ~ 18,000

26.5

8.3

115

ECO Condensing-25
 LNG(13A) LPG

29.1

25,000

ECO Condensing-25

16.3 ~ 26.8

14,000 ~ 23,000

 

31.4

10.4

115

ECO Condensing-30
 LNG(13A) LPG

34.9

30,000

ECO Condensing-30

31.4 ~ 16.3

14,000 ~ 27,000

36.6

12.5

115

22,800

97.8

106

106

1.90

-

-

-

27,000

96.7

105.1

105.1

2.25

- 

-

-

31,500

97.8

105.6

105.6

2.63

-

-

-

t=40  

Calorific value  
of hot water

Calorific value  
of heating

Pressure of gas 
in use

Gas 
consumption

Temperature of hot water: 45 ~80 /room temperature: 10 ~45

35 ~60 (adjustable by 1 )

Proportional control type

78 ~ 147 (0.8 ~ 1.5)

98(1.0)

City gas(LNG,13A) : 2.0+0.5,-1.0 (200+50, -10 0 )

LPG : 2.8±0.5 (280±50)

 Since the above efficiency is based on measurement, indicated efficiency may be different.
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We have kept 
honesty, integrity  
and humbleness  
for half a century 

since establishment
▶ The contents of this catalog may be changed without prior notice to improve appearance/performance. 
▶ We are not responsible for any accident caused by arbitrary modification of the main body.  

For more information, please visit us at www.kiturami.co.kr. 

Partial 
heating load
Efficiency of 

hot water

Proper pressure  
to use hot water

Gas control type 

Power  
consumption

Max. pressure to 
use heating

Inlet & outlet  
of heating water

Gas inlet

Inlet & outlet of 
hot water

Dia. of air intake 
& exhaust pipe

Dimensions

Weight

Electric power

Full  
heating load 

 
 

 

 


